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PREMIUM HOME GOODS WITH A CONSCIENCE
Keystone Inspired Co. is a woman-owned small business focusing on safe and sustainable home goods. 
We specialize in eco-friendly candles and wood plant holders to create safe alternatives for a non-toxic 
environment at home.

Our clean-burning soy candles are free of artificial dyes and made with the highest quality ingredients. 
Each candle is handcrafted with plant-based American-grown soy wax, natural cotton wicks, and 
phthalate-free fragrance oils blended with essential oils. Each one is hand poured with custom scents 
inspired by the tranquility only found in nature.

Using only 100% recycled glass jars and labels, along with seeded paper toppers that can be planted 
in soil to grow wildflowers, you can rest comfortably, knowing that your purchase supports a more 
sustainable future.

Our handcrafted planters are created from sustainable wood sources and use natural linseed oil so each 
one is safe and free of chemicals. 

All products are made in Denver, Colorado and a portion of proceeds is donated to local animal shelters. 
By making a purchase, you not only help improve your customer’s well-being but also the lives of rescued 
animals. 

OUR PRODUCTS ARE ALWAYS:





COASTAL COLLECTION

The Coastal Collection is inspired by the energy that being by the water evokes. The scent 
of salt in the air and energizing citrus scents help invigorate the soul. Sunrises bring you 
to life and the sun is your only source of time, this collection signifies that the world is in 
bloom. 

DOCKSIDE
Relaxing scent

notes of  driftwood, 
oakmoss & bergamot

LAKEFRONT
Invigorating scent

notes of  mandarin, 
sandalwood & vanilla

Pricing - 11.5 oz. glass - $18.00 / 4 oz. tins - $7.00

Burn time - Glass candles burn for 70+ hours and the tins burn for 15+ hours. 

OCEAN AIR
Refreshing scent

notes of  sea salt, 
cardamom & amber

ORANGE GROVE
Floral scent

notes of  palm, hibiscus 
& orange blossom

PALM TREE
Beachy scent

notes of  coconut, 
citrus & lime

SUNRISE
Energizing scent

notes of  citrus, sea salt 
& driftwood
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COZY CABIN
Warm scent 

notes of  patchouli, 
sandalwood & cedar

MOONLIGHT
Soothing scent

notes of  fig, cedar 
& sandalwood

SNOWY ESCAPE
Inviting scent

notes of  amber, vanilla 
& patchouli

RAINFOREST
Earthy scent

notes of  fern, teakwood 
& soil
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MOUNTAIN COLLECTION

The Mountain Collection is inspired by the transition of seasons and our desire to slow down.
The days are cooler in the mountains and your soul is seeking the comfort and coziness that
only a cabin in the mountains can provide. The scents of this collection are softer, more
earthy and evoke the feeling of walking in nature or curling up with a book in front of the fire.

BLUE SPRUCE
Nostalgic scent

notes of  pine, fir 
& birch

BONFIRE
Smoky scent

notes of  firewood, cedar 
& patchouli

Pricing - 11.5 oz. glass - $18.00 / 4 oz. tins - $7.00

Burn time - Glass candles burn for 70+ hours and the tins burn for 15+ hours. 
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CALMING COLLECTION

The Calming Collection is inspired by the tranquility of herbs found in nature. The scents promote
a sense of relaxation and well-being surrounding you with the medicine of nature. Breaths are
deeper, inhaling and exhaling become your present focus and your body is able to release the
tension it’s been holding onto.  

Pricing - 11.5 oz. glass - $18.00 / 4 oz. tins - $7.00

Burn time - Glass candles burn for 70+ hours and the tins burn for 15+ hours. 

CLARITY
Pleasant scent

notes of  palo santo, 
amber & cedar 

BALANCE
Herbal scent

notes of  eucalyptus, 
menthol & rosemary

HARMONY
Tranquil scent

notes of  lavender, sage 
& cedar

RENEW
Refreshing scent

notes of  peppermint, 
spearmint & eucalyptus
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PROPAGATION STATIONS

Each unique planter is handcrafted from sustainable wood, and sealed with natural linseed oil. No 
chemicals are used, so your product is completely non-toxic. Our plant holders can be used for 
propagation of your clippings or to display your favorite flowers. *Plants are not included*

Dimensions - Wood is 7 inches x 7 inches, string and wood is 14 inches, glass tube is 4 inches

Weight - 12 ounces

Pricing - $24.00 each / sold in bundles of 3 (single shapes or one trio)
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CEDAR HEXAGON

Natural red & purple wood 
color

CEDAR SCOOP

Natural red & purple wood 
color

CEDAR TRIANGLE
Natural red & purple wood 
color

CEDAR TRIO

Natural red & purple  wood 
color

CHERRY HEXAGON

Natural brown wood color

CHERRY SCOOP

Natural brown wood color
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CHERRY TRIANGLE

Natural brown wood color

CHERRY TRIO

Natural brown wood color

MAPLE HEXAGON

Natural light wood color

MAPLE SCOOP

Natural light wood color

MAPLE TRIANGLE

Natural light wood color

MAPLE TRIO

Natural light wood color
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HANGING PLANT DISPLAY

Your walls are ready for an upgrade. Our handcrafted air plant displays are the perfect addition to 
your household. Each is handcrafted from sustainable woods and finished with natural linseed oil 
so no chemicals are used. *Plants are not included*

Dimensions - Large - 10in x 6.75in, Medium - 8.5in x 5.75 in, Small - 7in x 4.7 in

Weight - 7 ounces

Pricing - $50.00 per set
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CEDAR FLAME DISPLAY

Natural red/purple wood 
color

CHERRY FLAME DISPLAY
Natural brown wood color

MAPLE FLAME DISPLAY

Natual light wood color

CEDAR DIAMOND
DISPLAY

Natural red/purple wood 
color

CHERRY DIAMOND 
DISPLAY

Natural brown wood color

MAPLE DIAMOND
DISPLAY

Natual light wood color
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TALETOP PLANT DISPLAY

Your tables are ready for an upgrade. Our handcrafted air plant displays are the perfect addition to 
your household. Each is handcrafted from sustainable woods and finished with natural linseed oil 
so no chemicals are used. *Plants are not included*

Dimensions - Large - 10in x 6.75in, Medium - 8.5in x 5.75 in, Small - 7in x 4.7 in

Weight - 7 ounces

Pricing - $50.00 per set
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CEDAR FLAME DISPLAY

Natural red/purple wood 
color

CHERRY FLAME DISPLAY
Natural brown wood color

MAPLE FLAME DISPLAY

Natual light wood color

CEDAR DIAMOND
DISPLAY

Natural red/purple wood 
color

CHERRY DIAMOND 
DISPLAY

Natural brown wood color

MAPLE DIAMOND
DISPLAY

Natual light wood color



MISSION STATEMENT
Our eco-friendly home accessories are inspired by the happiness and tranquility that 
only nature can bring. Our dedication to sustainability and eco-friendly solutions shines 
through in everything we offer, from the materials we source to the packaging we use.

WHOLESALE TERMS
• $175 minimum order
• Payments can be made by credit 

card
• Refunds will not be accepted
• Items may not be resold on any 

third-party platforms such as Etsy, 
eBay and Amazon

CONTACT INFO
Britt McGaughan, Owner
britt@keystoneinspired.com
www.keystoneinspired.com
720-235-8212  
@keystoneinspired

RETURNS & EXCHANGES
Returns are not accepted, however, if 
there are damages, please email us 
within 5 days at 
britt@keystoneinspired.com

SHIPPING
All orders are shipped via UPS within 
7-10 business days

TESTERS
Candle testers are available for 
purchase at 50% off wholesale and will 
ship without a box or seeded paper. 
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